Abstract
Introduction
Mobile computing has evolved in the previous decade into what is now a common mode of operation for a significant share of distributed systems. This mobile context helped to promote optimistic strategies and, with them, the need for version vectors in update tracking. Nevertheless, the same mobile context also brings to surface some of the limitations of version vectors, in particular concerning the identification of participating entities in the computation in such potentially dynamic environments.
The concept of version vector [13] is connected to the twin concept of vector clock [6, 11] , and both are rooted on causality in distributed systems [10] . These concepts share an equivalent structure that consists in a mapping from process/replica identifiers to integer counters, Á¸ AE. In practice, version vectors and vector clocks are more often represented as a fixed sequence of integer counters, ½ ¾ AE, which is a reasonable choice as long as the number of entities is known in advance. Figure 1 shows an execution in a replicated system where fixed size version vectors are used to track updates to each of the three replicas in the system. The direction of evolution is represented by the arrows, with dot annotated arrows, AE , depicting updates on a given element of the system. Although structurally similar, vector clocks and version vectors play different roles on distributed systems. Vector clocks are known to provide a view over a distributed computation, different events being identified by distinct vector clock values 1 . The role of version vectors is to detect mutual inconsistency among replicas and to determine the most recent version among two causally related replicas. All replicas that have seen the same updates, typically after a synchronization procedure, share the same version vector value -see again Figure 1 .
A well known problem of version vectors and vector clocks is that they are unbounded in size [15, 18] . In fact, they are twice unbounded. Each integer counter can grow indefinitely and the number of identified entities can also grow unbounded.
A less known problem, which we address in this paper, resides in the identification requirement of both version vec-tors and vector clocks [3, 14] . Each participating entity must be assigned a unique identifier in order to obtain a proper mapping to integer counters. In a well connected environment, it would be simple to request a unique identifier from a server or to run a distributed protocol for the generation of a unique identifier. Such protocols are not possible in the current mobile setting when subject to partitioned operation. Moreover, significant technology and research trends are pointing towards wireless ad hoc networking setups, where entities are autonomous and operate in local clusters on a proximity basis [12, 4, 7] . In such environments, partitioned operation is the common mode of operation and an answer to the identification problem must be sought.
In circumstances in which we can afford probabilistically unique identifiers, algorithms may resort to some form of random based ids in order to cope with replica creation under partitioned environments. Contrary to these approaches, our work does not rely on probabilistic uniqueness and assumes that guaranteed unique identifiers must be provided.
Fixed vs. Variable number of Replicas
Classic replication systems operate over a well defined number of replicas. Such is the case of the system depicted in Figure 1 . The more general case of a dynamic replication system, introduces the need to accommodate replica creation and retirement. One approach would be to represent replica creation by introducing new horizontal lines and new replica identifiers in the system representation, and likewise to discontinue those lines towards the future, upon replica retirement.
The approach we follow, instead, represents all the functionality of replica creation, synchronization and retirement by two simple constructs: replica forking and joining of replicas. Synchronization can then be represented by joining two replicas and forking the resulting one. An example is presented in Figure 2 .
This dynamic replication system is more general than the fixed one and can be used to encode the latter. In Figure 3 we give the intuition to this encoding by representing under fork-and-join dynamics a traditional version vector setting for three replicas, using the same names for elements in equivalent positions and omitting the name of extra elements. From this example, it is also easy to see that an equivalent mapping can be found for runs with a variable number of replicas.
Frontier Elements vs. All Elements
In certain circumstances, one may want to relate any two elements occurring in the distributed evolution, that is, all elements in the distributed computation are subject to ordering. For instance, in the computation depicted in Figure  2 , one may want to inquire how ¾ and ½ relate and determine that ½ is in the past of ¾ . Such querying could be necessary when debugging a recorded execution of the replicated system. In other circumstances, namely in update tracking, one may only need to relate coexisting elements, that is, only elements in the same reachable configuration. If this is the case, it wouldn't make sense to query how ¾ and ½ relate since these elements never coexist in any arbitrary system evolution. In this sense, a reachable configuration is perceived as forming a frontier. Any two elements that are connected by a direct arrowed path never coexist, and consequently never belong to the same frontier of contemporaneous elements.
If we concentrate on element ¾ we can observe that, for the depicted evolution, there are two possible frontiers to which ¾ can belong. The first, represented by a single dotted line, might occur if ½ gave place to ¾ before the bifurcation of ½ . The second frontier, double dotted, occurs if ½ 's bifurcation is prior to ¾ 's transformation into ¿ . In fact, it is possible that both frontiers occur in a particular system run.
In any case, an ordering system that targets frontier elements should have enough information to relate any two events that can occur in any possible system frontier. It is intuitive to accept that ordering of frontier elements is sufficient for version management, since only coexisting elements are subject to queries on their relation properties. We believe that this observation can have an important impact on the design of future version management techniques.
Under the distinction that we have just presented it is now clear that traditional version vectors are overly expressive: they are capable of overall ordering albeit in their application context a frontier ordering would be sufficient. One could conjecture that a compressed substitute of version vectors would be conceivable for traditional settings with fixed numbers of entities, and such substitute would not contradict Charron-Bost minimality results [5] (stated in the context of vector clocks but easily inferable for version vectors). This is not, however, the purpose of this article.
It is easy to conclude that classical (fixed size) version vectors are associated to frontiers of constant size, the vector dimension, while dynamic forms of version vectors, c.f. [15] , act on variable frontiers.
Our goal is to develop a decentralized, autonomous form of version vectors -named version stamps -that allows frontier ordering with autonomous creation of identifiers from any available replica. By considering frontier ordering we seek a compact solution to the identification problem that can act as an alternative to version vectors in dynamic settings.
Structure of the Paper
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section introduces a model of causal histories of events, using a global view on events. Sections 3 and 4 develop the concept of version stamps and introduce a set of invariants over their structure. Section 5 establishes a functional equivalence between version stamps and causal histories, and Section 6 refines the version stamp model while keeping the equivalence. Section 7 concludes the article.
Causal Histories in Dynamic Settings
Detection of version dependencies among data elements can be constructed over a notion of causal history of update events [16] . In the construction of such history we assume a global view over the system in order to obtain a description that is intuitively correct. Afterwards, a version stamping system that does not rely on a global view will be constructed and proved to represent the same dependency order between elements that can be derived from the causal history.
To model causal histories we keep a mapping from element identities to sets of update events. Since we are only interested in comparing frontier elements, we only keep in the mapping the set of elements that define each frontier (thus elements that may have existed in its past are not included). This map can be seen as representing a "current configuration".
Operations (update, fork and join) are described by transformations between configurations.
We use the traditional notation for functions:
represents a function that maps elements , and to sets of events; some events (like Ü and Þ) can be in the causal history of several elements.
Notation. We use Ü Ý to represent a function that maps to Ü, to Ý and that maps other elements in the domain according to function . This notation expresses also that both and do not belong to the domain of . This is useful to perform "pattern matching" over functions (Note that using 
Although mapping only "current" elements, the corresponding event sets store all update events that have occurred in the causal history of each element: events are not discarded. A global view is present because each update event has a global unique identity that cannot be computed by only looking at the element being updated.
When querying the relationship between elements, according to known updates, the goal is to distinguish three possible situations: Equivalence -the same set of events; Obsolescence -all the update events and at least one more in the dominating element; Mutual inconsistency -at least Comparison of elements in a frontier can be deduced from the causal histories as defined above. In fact, all these situations are represented by a pre-order on the elements of a given frontier. Given a configuration , for any two elements in the domain of , we have:
The simplicity of this model is only possible in the presence of a global view over the set of events in the system.
Version Stamps
Our goal is to devise a stamping mechanism that can be used to infer the order between frontier elements that is induced by comparing sets of causal histories (as described above). The mechanism must not depend on any form of global view; it must work autonomously and rely only on the local information that is kept within the data elements being operated upon. An efficient use of space is also highly desirable in order to support a practical use.
We now present an informal description of version stamps. Figure 4 presents the example from Figure 2 where the version stamp corresponding to each element is shown. Each version stamp is made up of two components, which we represent as ÙÔ Ø
. The id component acts as the element identity: it distinguishes the element from all other coexisting elements (in a frontier). The update component stores information about which updates are known to a given element. It avoids the use of counters and consists of a single id-like value which collects id's as they were (in ancestor elements) when updates were performed. Each component is presented as a sum of binary strings.
The first two version stamps in the left show that when the frontier is only one element updates do not need to have expression on the stamps. In fact, the update operation simply copies id into update; this means that after an update, subsequent ones do not affect a version stamp. This is an example of the goal, in the design of version stamps, to discard information that is irrelevant to the comparison of coexisting elements in a frontier.
At a fork operation the id in the resulting stamps is recursively constructed by appending either 0 or 1 to the right of the ancestor id. A fork does not modify the update component as it does not introduce any update event (the ones tracked by the mechanism).
When a join between two elements occurs the resulting id is built by merging the two ancestor id's. The update component is built likewise, merging the two ancestor update components; this reflects the combined knowledge of past updates.
An important property of the mechanism is the possible simplification of stamps after joins. The intuition is that a join decreases the number of elements in a frontier, leading to smaller identities being needed to distinguish them. A fork followed by a join of the resulting elements should result in an element with the original id. The intermediate elements id's only differ in the appended 0 and 1; after being merged they are collapsed into the original id. (A simplification of id induces also a simplification of update.) Some analogies can be made: the simplification of minterms in boolean algebra, the collapsing of neighbour blocks in the buddy memory allocation system [9] or collecting weights in Huang's termination detection algorithm [8] . Likewise, id's denote non-intersecting parts of 'the whole'; their complexity adjusts dynamically, reflecting the granularity of the frontier of coexisting elements.
Synopsis of formal presentation
The locality goal of the mechanism can be seen to be met by looking at the definition of the operations (below). To prove that version stamps can be used to infer the same order as induced by causal histories, we split the presentation of version stamps and proof of correctness in several steps.
We start by presenting a non-reducing version of the mechanism, in which no simplification at joins occur, and prove several auxiliary invariants that characterize some properties of version stamps. Afterwards, we show that both causal histories and the non-reducing version of the mechanism induce the same pre-order between elements at any given frontier. To do this we must first prove a stronger result that implies the required equivalence. Finally, we present a rewriting rule on version stamps that represents the simplification after a join. We show that it preserves all previously defined invariants as well as the proved result relating causal histories to version stamps.
Version Stamps: Non-Reducing
A version stamp is a pair´Ù µ, respectively the update and the id. Both components share the same structure, and are members of a set AE (names). We now characterize AE .
Let ¦ £ be the partially ordered set of all finite binary strings (sequences of ¼ ½ ) ordered by: As the order defined on AE is the classic order in lower powerdomains [17] , at first sight looks like we are in the presence of a pre-order. However, AE was defined in a way so that it is a partial order and not merely a pre-order. More specifically:
Proposition 4.2. AE is a partial order; moreover it is a join semillatice with join given by:
(That is the join of two names is the set of all maximal elements in their union.) Proof.
AE is isomorphic to Ç´¦ £ µ (the down-sets of strings) ordered by inclusion, which is a complete lattice.
¾
Informally, the antichains in AE can be seen to represent the maximal elements of down-sets, the order defined corresponds to inclusion of down-sets and the join corresponds to union of down-sets. For example, ¼¼ ¼½½ Ø ¼¼¼ ¼½ ½ ¼¼¼ ¼½½ ½ .
We now proceed with the definition of the first model of version stamps, in which we do not include simplification after joins. For presentation purposes, we describe the operations on version stamps using configurations that map elements to version stamps. This facilitates relating causal histories to version stamps. It is important to emphasize that this does not, however, imply that operations require a global view: the operations manipulate the version stamps of the operated upon elements, which themselves require no global view (contrary to the what happens in causal histories, where an update operation makes use of globally unique update events). The order derived from stamps only makes use of local stamp information as well. The update component simply copies the id into update; fork maintains the update component and appends either a 0 or a 1 to each string in the id component; the join operation performs joins of names for each component. It is easy to see that under the above definitions, the components in the resulting stamps are well-formed names (antichains of strings).
We now define the pre-order on the elements of a configuration Î obtained from the version stamps in Î , that will be used to make the correspondence with causal histories. Given a configuration Î , for any two elements in the domain of Î , we have:
Towards proving a proposition that relates causal histories with version stamps we establish now some auxiliary properties of configurations of version stamps. 
This invariant states that in a version stamp the update is always dominated by id. This property will ensure, on reducible version stamps models, that there is no obsolete information on update when replicas converge and id simplifications are possible. 
This second invariant brings attention to some structural properties of the id's that are present in a configuration. In a given frontier of elements each string that is present in a given id will be non-comparable to all other strings in the same or another id. Consequently, all id's in a frontier are non-comparable. 
This invariant implies a weaker one:
The pertinence of this last invariant can be illustrated by an example. Suppose two non-comparable elements with version stamps´Ù µ,´Ù µ. If an update occurs on one of them, for instance ÙÔ Ø ´ µ, we must be sure that ( ¼ after update) remains non-comparable to , and Ú ¼ does not happen (recall that causal histories ensure this by using fresh event names on updates). Since ÙÔ Ø ´ µ produces version stamp´ µ then our property Ù Ú µ Ù Ú Ù means that in order for Ú ¼ to occur, then Ú must also occur in the first place.
Correspondence between causal histories and version stamps
We now show that version stamps as defined above can be used to derive the pre-order between elements according to inclusion of causal histories. As we described above, comparing elements in a configuration of causal histories can be done according to:
If we have a configuration Î of version stamps that corresponds to (whose version stamps are derived from the same system execution as ), being the order between elements obtained from Î : Î ´µ fst´Î´ µµ Ú fst´Î´ µµ we want to prove that both and Î induce the same preorder, i.e.
Î . This means we want to show that:
´ µ ´ µ¸fst´Î´ µµ Ú fst´Î´ µµ
It can be seen that a direct proof by induction of this equivalence fails. This failure is in itself an interesting result and can be briefly explained by the following insight: knowing how elements compare according to causal history inclusion in a given configuration is not enough to know how they will compare in the configuration obtained after performing a given operation. In other words, even though we are not interested in knowing the exact update events in causal histories, we need to know something more than just how they compare even if comparison is all we are interested in.
Technically, we need to prove a stronger equivalence, which will be used as a stronger induction hypothesis in the proof. We show then, the following stronger proposition. ( 
Simplifying version stamps upon joins
We now describe a rewriting rule that can be applied to a version stamp and perform the simplifications that have been informally introduced in Figure 4 . Such simplifications reflect, as already discussed, the dynamic adaptation of id's to the 'shape' of the frontier. This simplification is essential towards obtaining a realistic implementation, by minimizing the space requirements of version stamps.
The simplification of a version stamp that results from a join is attempted by repeatedly applying the following rewriting rule until it is no longer possible to apply it: One property of a rewriting´Ù µ « ´Ù ¼ ¼ µ that follows trivially from the order on names is that Ù ¼ Ú Ù and ¼ Ú .
As the order on names is well-founded (there are no infinite descending chains of names), only a finite number of rewritings can be applied to a stamp. It is also easy to see
In this article we addressed the identification problem in the context of data dependency tracking. In order to achieve this goal we had to distinguish the ordering of elements in a frontier from the ordering of any two elements in a system run, thus contributing to the clarification of the role of version vectors. This distinction, together with the presence of the identification problem, raises a set of research lines, one of which was developed in the article. The other lines concern the design of decentralized vector clocks, by exploring autonomous identifiers on overall ordering, and the search for a more compact (possibly bound) form of version vectors on settings with fixed identifiers and frontier ordering.
We have developed a model of causal histories that is adapted to dynamic settings exhibiting autonomous interaction. We presented a version stamping mechanism that only relies on information that is locally available, overcoming the need for a global view. Finally, we established and proved a correspondence which states that the relation between any two given elements in a frontier, according to inclusion of causal histories, can be computed by their version stamps.
Version stamps, having solved the autonomous identification problem while addressing frontier ordering, provide an adequate dependency tracking mechanism that operates in scenarios where this functionality was not available.
The presented version stamp mechanism has been implemented in the PANASYNC project 2 [1] . This project is an application of version stamps to file replication, providing a set of tools for dependency tracking on single file copies. The project provides a C++ STL based library implementing version stamps.
